6-8

Science and Social
Studies Standards
Covered:
SC (6)- 2. Describe
factors that cause
changes to Earth’s
surface over time.

The Alabama Museum of Natural
History (AMNH) is part of the
University of Alabama Museums and
is located on the UA campus in Smith
Hall. Opened in 1910, it is the oldest
natural history museum in Alabama,
and one of the oldest natural history
museums in the nation. AMNH’s
mission is to broaden the knowledge of natural sciences and
human culture through collections and quality programs of
research, instruction, and service.

Rocks and Minerals: Have you ever wondered what the difference between a rock and a mineral was? Have you ever seen a
diagram of the rock cycle and thought ’What is that?’ This
Rocks and Minerals program is designed to answer those
questions and many more. It discusses the definitions of both
rocks and minerals, and explores their characteristics and how
they are formed. The program includes hands-on experience
with rocks and minerals as well as the chance to test minerals
for various characteristics. Your students will get to let loose
their inner geologist and use these tests
to try and figure out the names of some
mysterious mineral samples. This program is free and takes place in your
classroom.

**For more information or to schedule this program call (205) 348-7550 or email programs@ua.edu**

K-5

Did you know?
The Alabama Museum
of Natural History is right
on the University of
Alabama campus? It is
housed in Smith Hall
near the Gorgas Library.

Did you know?
AMNH is a great
destination for school
field trips. Guided tours
cost $2 per student. If
you would like a handson component added, a
tour and Discovery Lab is
only $5 per student.

Suggested Pre-visit activities:

www.amnh.ua.edu

The Rock Cycle



Moh’s Hardness Scale diagram



Identifying Minerals sheet



Collect and Compare

Suggested Post-Visit activities:


Rocks vs. Minerals



Its Elemental My Dear Watson



Rock Guides



Mineral Detectives

Books about rocks and minerals:


DK Eye Witness: Rocks and Minerals ©1998



For information
regarding field trips, you
can call (205) 348-7550
or email
programs@ua.edu.

For more info or to
schedule this inschool program for
your room, email
programs@ua.edu



Videos and websites about rocks and
minerals:


Science Olympiad Student Guide: Rocks and
Minerals



Encyclopedia of Alabama-Rocks and Minerals













igneous rock to form?

What has to occur for an

for a sedimentary rock?

What factors must be present

create a metamorphic rock?

What factors are required to

these rocks were named that?

igneous? Why do you think

What is the etymology for

rocks got their name?

How do you think sedimentary

called metamorphic?

Why are metamorphic rocks

Discussion Questions:

Make your Own Mineral
Testing Kit
All you need is:


Your fingernail



Eyedropper



A penny



White ceramic plate



A steel nail



Rock and mineral samples



Piece of glass with smooth
edges



Moh’s Hardness Scale



Black light (optional)



A box or container for your kit



Vinegar

What to do:


Your fingernail, the penny, the nail, and the glass plate are all used to
test hardness. You can determine the type of mineral you have
based on Moh’s Hardness scale.



The vinegar and eye dropper are used to test for calcium carbonate.
If a mineral fizzes when vinegar is dropped on it, it has calcium
carbonate in it. Calcite and aragonite are two minerals with calcium
carbonate.



The ceramic plate is used to test for streak color. Wipe a mineral
across the plate to discover what streak color it leaves.



You can test for fluorescence with the black light. Only a few
minerals fluoresce.

Moh’s Hardness Scale
Hardness

Mineral

Description

1

Talc

Fingernail scratches it easily.

2

Gypsum

Fingernail scratches it.

3

Calcite

Copper penny scratches it.

4

Fluorite

Steel knife scratches it easily.

5

Apatite

Steel knife scratches it.

6

Feldspar

Steel knife does not scratch it easily,
but scratches glass.

7

Quartz

Hardest common mineral. It scratches
steel and glass easily.

8

Topaz

Harder than any common mineral.

9

Corundum

It scratches Topaz.

10

Diamond

It is the hardest of all minerals.

Identifying
Minerals
Minerals can be
identified by looking
at a set of
characteristics.
Some of these
characteristics are...

The color a
mineral
makes when
streaked.

How resistant
a mineral is to
being scratched.

The color of
How minerals

a mineral.

break apart.
How light shines off of
the surface of a mineral.

Whether or
The shape of
the crystal
formed by the
How heavy a mineral is
when compared to an equal
amount of fresh water.

mineral.

not a mineral
glows when exposed
to ultraviolet light
(black light).

Name:_____________________________________________

Date:________________________

Rocks vs. Minerals
What is the difference between a rock and mineral? Read each fact and
decide whether it is about a rock or a mineral. Write the correct term next to
each fact.
1. A naturally occurring, inorganic solid made up of elements.
__________________________
2. A naturally occurring solid substance that is usually made up of minerals.
__________________________
3. Has a specific chemical composition.
__________________________
4. Can be classified as either clastic or crystalline.
__________________________
5. Amber and coal are examples of ____________.
__________________________
6. Can be identified based on a series of tests for specific characteristics.
__________________________
7. Can contain unconformities which indicate a disruption in the deposition.
__________________________
8. Diamond and copper or examples of ____________.
__________________________
9. Grouped into three main types.
__________________________
10. Grouped into several subcategories.
__________________________
BONUS: Table salt is a _____________.

Name:_____________________________________________

Date:________________________

Its Elemental My Dear Watson
Can you discover the elements which make up these minerals? Read each chemical formula and write the names and amounts of each element below it.
1. Corundum

Al2O3

__________________________________________________________
2. Quartz
SiO2
__________________________________________________________
3. Diamond
C
__________________________________________________________
4. Calcite
CaCO3
__________________________________________________________
5. Fluorite
CaF2
__________________________________________________________
6. Halite
NaCl
__________________________________________________________
7. Galena
PbS
__________________________________________________________
8. Pyrite
FeS2
__________________________________________________________
9. Geothite
FeO(OH)
__________________________________________________________
10. Bornite
Cu5FeS4
__________________________________________________________
**BONUS: Can you name this Alabama State Mineral? FeO3
________________________________________

The Sediment is Mutual
Sedimentary rocks are made in many different ways. In this activity, you will see
how minerals may cement sediments together to form sedimentary rocks.
Problem: How are sedimentary rocks made?
Materials (per group)-25 g alum, sand, metric ruler, plastic butter or margarine
container, 100 mL graduated cylinder, stirring rod, 250 mL beaker, triple-beam
balance.
Procedure:
1. Use the stirring rode to dissolve the 25 g of alum in 100 mL of warm water.
2. Fill the bottom of the plastic container to a depth of 2 cm with sand.
3. Pour the alum solution onto the sand in the container. Stir the mixture so
that the alum solution is evenly distributed throughout the sand.
4. Pour off, and throw away any excess solution. Gently tap the plastic contain
tot help the sand grains settle together.
5. Place the container in a location where it can cool slowly and evaporate to
dryness. This usually takes about a day.
6. Gently twist the sides of the container to free its contents. You have created
a sedimentary rock.
Observations:
Describe your rock in terms of color, density, and overall appearance.
Analysis and Conclusions
How is your rock similar to a piece of real sandstone?
How is your rock different from a piece of real sandstone?
Going Further
Sandstones and other sedimentary rocks usually have layers, or strata. Design a
procedure for making a sedimentary rock with strata. How is the procedure for
making this rock similar to the process that occurs in nature? If you receive the
proper permission, carry out your procedure. (Tip: Sand that has been dyed
different colors is available in many craft stores.)

Growing a Crystal Garden
All minerals are made up of crystal. Crystals are solids made up of atoms or
molecules that are arranged in a definite, orderly, repeating pattern. If crystals
are given enough room to grow, they will develop forms whose flat sides and
sharp edges reflect the orderly internal structure of the crystals. In this activity
you will observe the development of crystals that have plenty of room to grow.

Materials: old newspapers, clean clear plastic jar (like a peanut butter jar), liquid laundry bluing, table salt, ammonia, measuring spoons, spoon, large clean
plastic container (such as those that contain margarine or frozen desserttopping), charcoal briquette, crumpled paper towel, piece of sponge, porous
rocks-such as sandstones, pumice, or lava rocks (optional), pieces of brick or
clay flowerpots (optional)

Procedures:
1. Assign roles to each member of the group. Possible roles include: Recorder
(the person who records observations and coordinates the group’s presentation of results), Materials Manager (the person who makes sure that the
group has all the materials it needs), Maintenance Director (the person who
coordinates clean up), Principal Investigator (the person who reads directions to the group, makes sure the proper procedure is being followed, and
asks questions of the teacher on behalf of the group), and Specialists
(people who perform specific tasks such as arranging the collected objects in
the plastic container or preparing the chemical mixture). Your group may divide up the tasks differently, and individuals may have more than one role,
depending on the size of your group.
2. Soak the rocks and pieces of brick or clay in water overnight.
3. Spread old newspapers over your work area.

4. Put the charcoal, paper towel, sponge, rock, and pieces of brick or clay flowerpots into the plastic container.
5. Sprinkle 1 tablespoon of salt over the objects in the container.
6. Measure 3 tablespoons of water, 3 tablespoons of bluing, and 3 tablespoons
of salt into the jar. With the spoon, stir the ingredients together slowly until
they are well mixed. Then add 1 tablespoon of ammonia and stir it in well.
CAUTION: Ammonia has irritating fumes. Keep ammonia away from your
face and avoid inhaling the fumes. Follow safety instructions on the bottle.
7. Spoon the mixture over the materials in the container. Note: Try to leave as
little of the mixture as possible on the bottom of the container. The more
mixture at the bottom of the container, the slower the crystals will grow. If
you have only a few objects, you may have some of the mixture left over.
Clean up any spills immediately.
8. Place your container on old newspapers in a place where it is out of drafts
and will not be disturbed. Observe your container once or twice a day for
about three days. Record your observations.








Observations and Conclusions:
How do the contents of your container change over time?
What do the crystals look like?
Where do the materials in the crystals come from?
Compare your results to those obtained by your classmates. Are your results
similar? Are they different? Why do you think this might be the case?
Many factors affect the results of this experiment. Name the three factors that
you think are the most important. Explain why you selected this factor.

Collect and Compare
by Rose West
Focus: This activity focuses on the skills of identifying rocks and comparing those rocks to buildings and other structures.
Challenge: What types of rocks are used in different manufactured structures (buildings, monuments, roads, bridges) in your area? How are the rocks used?
Time: Five class periods
Materials and Equipment: The whole class will need-Samples of rocks used in buildings
(sandstones, limestones, granites, etc.), rock identification book, log book, camera (optional),
glue, poster board.
Procedures:
1. Examine samples of sandstone, granite, and other rocks used to build various structures.
These are available from masonry contractors, landscaping stores, or makers of cemetery headstones. Note distinguishing characteristics such as crystal size and color.
Make a data table in the class log book with two columns. Label one column “Type of Rock” and
the other column “Structures Made of This Rock.”
2. Now, go on a field trip around your area, and compare the rock samples students examined in
step 1 to any buildings, bridges, or other rock structures such as landscaping borders or gravestones. It maybe helpful on the field trip to take representative samples of each rock type examined in class.
3. For each structure, enter in the log book what the structure is and which rock or rocks from
the classroom samples have been used in the structure. Students may take turns making entries
in the appropriate columns of the log book.
4. As an option the students could take turns photographing or sketching the structures that
match the rock samples. Another possibility is to buy postcards of the structures, if they are available.
5. Bring the log book, rocks samples, photos, and sketches back to the classroom. Use a rock
identification book and student input to identify the rock samples.
6. Finally, make a display by gluing to a poster board the rocks, and next tot hem, the pictures,
sketches, or written description of the corresponding structures made of those rocks. Label each
entry and put up the poster in the classroom as a continuing lesson.
Further Challenges: Collect rocks from the local area, and search for places where those types of
rocks were used, such as garden walks or stone walls. Or see how many different types of rocks
are used in and around home and school.

Even More Rocks and Minerals Activities
Mineral Detectives– Have your students use your newly gathered mineral
testing kit and knowledge of mineral characteristics to investigate a variety of
rocks and mineral samples. See if they can correctly identify the samples in
front of them based on their mineral characteristics.
Students can also use what they know about the three types of rocks to try
and determine if their sample is an igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic rock
with the help of a hand lens, and maybe a partner or two.

Rock Guides- Have your students create a rock guide of their own. Each book
could have a student rendered diagram of the rock cycle, a page about each
type of rock and their characteristics, and examples of each type of rock and
their uses. Other possibilities could be a geologic map of your county, a page
about Alabama’s unique geology, and state designated rocks and minerals, i.e.
Alabama’s state mineral, Alabama’s state gem, etc.

3-D Rock Cycle– Challenge your students to create a three dimensional
model of the rock cycle. While working in groups of four or five, see if your
students can use poster board, construction paper, magazine clippings, clay,
rock samples, Styrofoam or whatever else they can imagine to create these
three dimensional models. Put the models on display in your classroom.

